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- [Christy] At this time it is my pleasure to introduce Dr. James W. Hall who will be 
presenting on Ethics in Audiology Today. Dr. Hall is an internationally recognized 

audiologist with over 40 years of clinical experience in the clinical teaching, research 
and administrative realms. He received his PhD in Audiology from the Baylor College of 

Medicine under the direction of Dr. James Jerger. Currently, Dr. Hall has appointments 
at Salus University as the professor and also at the University of Hawaii and as well as 

University of Pretoria in South Africa. Welcome Dr. Hall and thank you for being with us 
today. At this time, I'll hand the mic over to you. 

 
- [James] Thank you very much Christy and it's a pleasure to be giving this webinar this 

afternoon. Well, it's afternoon where I am. As Christy mentioned, I still have academic 
affiliations at numerous universities and that point will become, I'll discuss that point a 

little further as we get into the lecture. But lemme go on first by reminding you of the 
learner outcomes or learning outcomes. Each of these outcomes will be achieved in 

this one hour. At the end of the hour, you definitely will be able to identify four key 
terms that are important in any discussion of ethics. We're actually gonna cover many 

more terms than four but I'll emphasize at least four of them that you sure will 
remember. And then we'll talk about numerous types of ethical dilemmas or perhaps 

the risk for an ethical lapse, in clinical practice and you'll be able to add at least list at 
least three examples. And one of the topics, one of the terms actually and concepts 
that we'll be focusing on, a little more than some of the others is conflict of interest. It's 

a very important phrase when you discuss ethics and you'll be able to define it by the 
end of this hour. Now, this is a time ordered agenda and I'm going to be sticking 

probably as closely as possible to these times because I wanna make sure we cover 
the entire breadth of the topic. It is a broad approach to an ethical discussion. Some of 

you probably have already listened to ethics courses or lectures and very often they 
focus on one specific aspect of ethics in audiology. For example, probably the most 

common, would be ethics in audiological practice. But I recognize that there are many, 
many people, signed up for this webinar and some of you may be in different settings. 

Some of you maybe in university settings, some of you may be in a clinic, some of you 
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may conduct research. And so I wanted to cover the broad theme of ethics in 
audiology, rather than focusing in on any one particular topic. We'll start with a little 

introduction which will provide you with some background on my perspective on ethics 
and my experience with it. I've had a wonderful career in audiology, it's over 40 years 

and still counting. I have no intention of slowing down anytime soon but within the first 
month of my taking my first job, it was as a speech pathologist at Baylor College of 

Medicine and the Methodist Hospital, I ran into an ethical issue and I really wasn't 
prepared for it. I had a master's degree in speech pathology but not once did we ever 

talk about ethics. In fact, you didn't hear much about ethics at all back in those days. 
Actually, most people kind of assumed that people were ethical but they weren't, we 

didn't really have guidelines as we do today.  
 

Anyway, I had a little patient, a very young child preschool at four years old who had a 
language delay and articulation delay and the child was brought in for the articulation 

delay. And so I agreed to provide clinical services to this child as a speech pathologist 
and very soon within weeks, he had overcome this articulation problem. And the 

parents were so excited, they brought me a gift certificate. It was for a sports store I 
remember where that camping equipment, my wife and our baby child at that point, 

our first child we were gonna go camping and I had mentioned that to the parents at 
one point. So they gave me this gift certificate. It was a tremendous amount of money 
for the time, something like $50 and at that time our rent for our duplex was only $110 

so you can see it was a large amount of money. And I didn't know what to do. I wanted 
to take the money, to take the gift certificate but I realized this might be inappropriate. 

So when you, I'll mention this, when we get into some principles. But whenever you 
have a concern at all, whenever you're wondering, is what I'm about to do proper, 

ethical, you will you always wanna seek someone's advice. You go to usually your 
superior, if you're a child of course you'd go to their your parent. So I'm a young 

audiologist, I went to my audiology father, James Jerger and I said, should I accept this 
gift? And he said, well, let's contact the lawyers, the legal department see what they 

say. And I was already done with the services to this patient and they allowed me to 
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keep it which was wonderful. As I was preparing this webinar, I actually thought of 
another aspect of this case that probably was also representing an ethical, not a 

dilemma but a question and that is, if you are about to provide services to someone 
who might have a problem that's gonna correct itself or where the problem is perhaps 

very temporary and transient and you have good evidence that it will go away. Should 
you even agree to provide the services? I mean, or should you withhold the services, 

until you see whether or not the problem corrects itself? And with this child, it's very 
possible that within that a little longer, perhaps another month or two this 

developmental articulation problem, would have corrected. So we'll get into those 
kinds of discussions a little bit later but that was my first introduction to an ethical 

question or issue. As time went on of course and I became more active in profession, 
became an audiologist and then was part of the founding of the American Academy of 

Audiology, ethics took a much more important role in my career. And at the very 
beginning of AAA back in the late 80s and early 90s, obviously we had to wrestle with 

this issue.  
 

And now we're not just talking about an individual's, ethical decisions and dilemmas, 
we're talking about an entire profession and how the profession should address things 

such as incredible financial support for the conventions that we ran from 
manufacturers. And the demands from manufacturers that we give them proper credit, 
for example, naming a party or naming some big event for a specific manufacturer. So 

we had to wrestle with these as I was on the Board of Directors for the AAA and I 
remember through these years and we had many debates and discussions and so 

ethics became much more important, in my mind at that point. And at that time also 
the American Academy of Audiology began to develop its first clinical practice, I mean, 

ethical practice guidelines and we'll talk much more about those. We also developed a 
Scope of Practice and other documents that kind of guide now our audiological 

practice. So over the years I've really had to deal with this topic of ethics from many 
perspectives and that's what I'm sharing with you today. As an individual clinical 

provider and running a clinical practice, in a very busy Medical Center I've had to deal 
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with ethics on a day to day basis. But also as the director of Audiology for over 30 
years, I had to make sure that everybody in the clinic, not just me was practicing 

professional, following professional approach to audiology, consistent with ethical 
guidelines within our Scope of Practice et Cetera. And that was at these major 

institutions that you see here. As time went on, I actually ended up kind of not willingly, 
becoming a chair of a department at the University of Florida. I never sought that 

position but I was asked to do it and really had no choice, I had to take it. And at that 
point I dealt with even higher levels of ethical issues. Now I had an entire department 

with both speech pathologists and audiologists, many, many employees, multimillion 
dollar budget. And so I've dealt with ethical concerns and issues over the years and it's 

that perspective that will kinda guide this presentation. But any audiologist and even 
any audiology student is going to encounter ethical questions sooner or later, probably 

sooner. Now, I'm gonna begin with a review of principles and terminology. And I'm 
gonna review quite a few terms and also some very basic principles. And to be honest 

with you, if you follow these principles, if you adhere to them very, very closely, you're 
probably going to be conducting yourself, in an ethical manner in most situations.  

 
As a general rule, the tough part about ethics is not, knowing what to do once you've 

identified that something is unethical. It's making that decision, is this behavior or are 
activities falling into the category of appropriate professional activities or might they be 
construed as unethical? And once you've made that decision, usually, the rest is easy, 

you'll know exactly what to do. So let's cover some basic principles and basic 
terminology. Here are some of the principles and again, if you follow these principles, if 

you don't remember anything from this webinar, except this one slide, you're probably 
going to find yourself conducting your practice of audiology without any ethical 

conflicts, you're not gonna get yourself in trouble in any way. First, you've got to 
adhere to professional codes of ethics and in our case, we have both the AAA codes 

and ASHA codes. I'm not really familiar with the ASHA Code of Ethics but I'm very 
familiar with the AAA Code of Ethics 'cause I was involved when it was initially created 

and it's been updated several times and I'll give you all more details on that later. You 
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obviously have to comply with our Scope of Practice. I was also around when that was 
first developed. The chair of that task force was Bob Keith, Robert Keith, big name as 

you know. And so our Scope of Practice was really written quite well. It included such 
practices as distributor assessment and management, interpretive monitoring, auditory 

processing disorders, management, all the things that we could be doing. But if what 
you want to do in audiology is not defined, in the Scope of Practice, you really 

shouldn't do it. And a good example of that was as audiologist we're not able, we're 
not legally permitted to dispense medication. So even though we may see a lot of 

children who are getting sedation or anesthesia for an ABR for example, to get the 
child to sleep, we can't dispense that sedation. That'd be a very serious ethical lapse, 

we really would be in trouble in terms of our ethical guidelines but it's also a very 
serious legal problem. Another set of guidelines for ethical practice is what's referred to 

as HIPAA, the Health Information Portability and Accountability Act. It's kind of an 
unusual phrase but HIPAA, you're probably most of you, those of you in the United 

States in particular, are very familiar with HIPAA, we all have to routinely take little tests 
or in-services to make sure we're familiar with the HIPAA guidelines. And a lot of it has 

to do with patient confidentiality, the security of patient data and the patient's privacy.  
 

So that covers our clinical interactions with patients but there's a kind of a parallel set 
of guidelines for students. So if you're in an academic setting or even if you're a 
supervisor or a preceptor for students, you really need to be familiar with FERPA. 

FERPA stands for Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act. We'll touch upon these a 
little bit later too. Now, there are also ethical guidelines at the state level if you're in the 

United States. For example, if you get on to the licensure board website for your state, 
you'll usually find either ethical guidelines or you might find some regulation, some 

administrative regulations guiding audiology that will mention ethical guidelines. So you 
really need to be familiar with those wherever you might be practicing. We're gonna 

cover the distinction between ethics and law. That's not always a real clear cut but 
we're gonna talk about that a little later but that's a general principle that you really 

need to understand. And then I've got some just little sayings or adages or phrases 
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that I think will show you or guide you, point you in the right direction when it comes to 
making good ethical decisions. One is the right thing to do is to do what is right and it 

sounds a little trite or little too simple but it's really true. If you are not doing the right 
thing in your mind, you're probably violating some ethical guidelines. Another is and 

you'll see this in most lectures on ethics, is you need to follow the golden rule in 
professional life. In other words, do unto others, whether they're patients or colleagues 

or anyone you interact with do one to them as you would want them to do for you. So 
that's a simple little guideline that will help you tremendously, in maintaining ethical 

practice. Another is the adage integrity. Is doing the right thing even if nobody is 
watching. So obviously, you're not only following ethical practice because you might 

get in trouble if somebody finds out that you're not, you really want to do it, even if 
nobody is ever going to know about it.  

 
And then another little guideline is, would you tell your parents, would tell your patients, 

would you tell your colleagues, would you tell you administrative superiors what you 
were doing? If you can describe what you're about to do, let's say you're about to take 

a cruise at the expense of a manufacturer. If you feel real comfortable telling your 
patients about that or administrators or colleagues then probably it's ethical 'cause in 

that case, you wouldn't feel very comfortable doing that. So that's just a nice little 
guideline and then I'm gonna focus on this last one with a few more slides, when in 
doubt, reach out. Lemme explain what I mean by that. When you have any questions 

about ethics, when it even even pops into your head, when something you're about to 
do or something you've seen or something you've heard triggers a concern about 

ethics. When do you find yourself going home, after a day in the clinic and still thinking 
about this event or the statement or what you read, then you really should talk to 

somebody about it. The first thing you need to do is document your concerns because 
the issue may resurface months or even years later hours or days later. So you wanna 

have some way of refreshing your memory on what the details of this issue were. So 
and this is particularly important from a legal point of view, to maintain documents to 

prove that you had some concerns and you took the right steps to resolve this ethical 
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dilemma. Immediately inform your administrative superior. This is, I can't emphasize 
this enough. The way I would simply explain this is you are, distributing or sharing the 

responsibility for this, very important decision that you're about to make. You're not 
making it all by yourself. So if you're in a clinical setting where there is a supervisor or a 

clinic director that you report to, immediately go to them. If you're in that position, go 
to the department chair or talk to the clinic director and then go to the department 

chair. If you're the department chair or your department chair is not responsive to your 
concerns then you go to the next highest level which is the dean. So when I was a 

department chair, I had always concerns, there was always something going on that 
was potentially unethical. Maybe a violation of university policies and so I would run 

these issues by the dean, get his perspective which was obviously much broader than 
mine. And also I would then share the responsibility with the dean. Sometimes the 

most appropriate higher level to go to is human resources, particularly when it involves 
some behavior on the part of an employee that you're responsible for. And then if 

you're in a private practice setting or even if you're in an institutional setting, like a 
hospital or medical center or university, if you feel like you need to go straight to legal 

counsel 'cause they're obviously the ethics experts.  
 

And also many of these issues are also, potentially legal issues. And I've done this, I've 
had some instances as department chair where the dean for various reasons, really 
didn't give me much satisfaction in terms of resolving the issue. So with his knowledge, 

I didn't ask the dean, I told the dean that I would be going to legal counsel at the 
University of Florida, for example. And that's ultimately your safest alternative and if 

you're in private practice, you really want to have an attorney that you can turn to that 
represents healthcare professionals. Now, I don't have time to get into all of these 

terms because we only have an hour but these are terms that come up in discussions 
of ethics. If you go to a book on ethics and I'll give you some references in a short 

time, you'll see these terms very often in a form of a glossary. So the appearance, just 
what you're doing appear to be proper or perhaps improper even if it may not be. Bias, 

we all have biases, sometimes they're unconsciousness but we shouldn't knowingly 
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have bias in our dealings with patients, our dealings with colleagues or anyone else in 
our practice. Now, the next word is a very unusual spelling, it kinda looks like cause 

but it's not cause and it's casuistry, it's pronounced different ways. But casuistry and 
basically, it means deception or doing something to make it look like things are proper 

but they're really not proper. Coercion, you know what that is. Coercion is trying to get 
somebody to do something that you want them to do that they really shouldn't do and 

usually it involves some kind of threat. Conflict of interest. We'll talk about quite a bit. 
We're gonna talk about ethics versus law. Fraud, that's another key term. Fraud is a 

very common ethical problem, in every health profession and we'll define how it can be 
committed.  

 
Sometimes you can commit fraud without even realizing it. Incentive, you wanna have 

good incentives not nefarious or poor incentives. Informed consent, we'll talk more 
more about that. You don't wanna misrepresent yourself in any way. Obviously, 

morality has a lot to do with ethics. Negligence is important. Sometimes negligence is, 
you're not even realizing that you're doing something unethical. But negligence is 

almost always going to lead to problems. Professional liability, we'll define that in a 
moment, we'll define professionalism, we'll define protected health information. 

Reprimand is what usually happens initially, when you are violating some ethical 
guidelines. Your superior usually first gives you a reprimand, then perhaps a sanction. 
And then standard of care, another very important term so I will define that in more 

details in a moment. Veracity, that means truth, being truthful, being totally 
straightforward and honest. Violation, you all know what that means and virtue. A virtue 

is something that's, we strive to be virtuous. Virtue is doing the right thing at all times. 
So let's review some of these very important terms and these are the kinds of terms 

that I cited when we talked about the learning outcomes at the very beginning of this 
webinar. Conflict of interest, this is a direct quote from the, 2017 ethical statement from 

the AAA. A conflict of interest or an appearance of a conflict of interest, that's very 
important. You may not have a direct conflict of interest but it might look like to an 

outside person, maybe to a patient. It might look like you have it even if you, don't 
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really feel that you do, exist when a person or an entity in a position of trust has a 
financial or a personal interest that could unduly influence or at least appear to 

influence your decisions regarding, patient care, student education or the validity of 
research. So conflicts of interests are often not black and white. They're not real, real 

clear cut and so you really wanna err on the side of being a little conservative and if 
you think there might be a conflict of interest or even appearance of it, you want to 

take the proper steps to avoid that. Here are some examples, actual examples of 
possible conflicts of interest for different settings that you might find yourself in. So if 

you're in a clinical practice as a clinical audiologist, the conflicts of interest often 
involve compensation of some type, financial compensation from a industry that's 

related to audiology such as the hearing aid industry, diagnostic equipment, et Cetera. 
Or a financial interest in an entity that refers patients to you or that you refer patients 

to. And that's a very, very common issue in clinical practice. And financial ties of any 
type to vendors for your clinic.  

 
So in other words, for example, serving as a consultant for a manufacturer that also 

supplies equipment to your clinic. In university teaching and there are a lot of examples 
of conflict of interest but just a couple and I've discovered this. I didn't even think 

about it, I author textbooks and of course, naturally I think they're good books and so I 
recommend them for my students, when they're taking courses that that textbook 
would be appropriate for. And I had to report to the dean who found out about this and 

I wasn't doing it under, behind anybody's back and he said, you really can't be in our 
university, you can't be recommending a textbook or requiring I should say, your own 

textbook for a course, unless you give the students a choice to use another textbook 
or you assure them that you're not benefiting financially from their purchase of that 

textbook and there are ways around it but that's just a good example. Another is 
teaching responsibilities at a competing institution. So most universities if you're 

teaching at that university they don't want you, teaching another institution, at the very 
least, you must disclose that. There are also conflicts of interest, in professional 

leadership and rather than taking the time to explain these right now, I'm gonna 
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actually show you some examples of forms that any leader in the profession has to 
read and sign to assure everyone that you're aware of these potential conflicts of 

interest and you'll do everything you can to avoid them. Here's an example of a conflict 
of interest form that I have to sign every year. I'm right now serving as the Chair of the 

Board of Directors of the ACAE. The ACAE is the accrediting entity affiliated with the 
AAA and every year I have to sign a conflict of interest form which basically says the 

information that we discuss at our board meetings is confidential, that I'm not gonna 
be influenced or swayed by any outside entities such as the manufacturer. And these 

are legal documents so you really need to obviously follow the requirements that 
you've agreed to with your signature. Professional liability. That's another term I 

wanted to define. It's basically anytime you say you're an audiologist and you say I'm 
licensed in audiology or I have the clinical credentials to practice, you've immediately 

accepted professional liability. You don't have to sign any documents, you are 
automatically liable for any injury that you cause intentionally or unintentionally to any 

of your patients. It's kind of like the Hippocratic Oath where we wanna help our 
patients but we don't wanna hurt them.  

 
So professional liability is the kind of the, when we talk about now practice problems in 

audiology, is essentially focused on your professional liability. So because we have 
advanced knowledge in audiology, advanced training and skills. We have a 
responsibility to follow certain standards of conduct and always try to protect our 

patients from unreasonable risks. Another term is professionalism. Now, you might 
think you know what that is and you probably many of you probably do but it has a 

specific meaning when it comes to ethics. It's acting out the values and beliefs of 
people who are helping others, who entrust their care to others including us 

audiologist. We're always putting our patients interest first. That's professionalism and 
it's a fundamental principle of ethical behavior. Another term I want you to remember is 

informed consent. Now there are several types of informed consent. One, involving 
clinical services. If you're in any major institution, a hospital, a university medical 

center, a major clinic, almost every patient, well, technically every patient, should sign 
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a consent form agreeing to be evaluated and agreeing to any management that you 
recommend for them. So that's a clinical example of informed consent. So if you're in 

the clinic and the patient reads this consent form and signs it understanding that they 
are now giving you permission to do the test, to perform the procedures and to 

manage them in any way that's appropriate. Now, if the patient is actually a minor, less 
than 18 years old, if they're a child, then of course the parent or a legal guardian would 

sign the consent. Now we're gonna talk a little bit later about, another application of 
consent forms and that would be an informed consent to be a subject or participant in 

a research study.  
 

Another important term is fraud. And here's the definition, an act, expression or 
omission or concealment, the intentive, which is either actual or constructive to 

deceive others. So when you think of fraud you think of deception and most common 
claim kind is you're billing for a service but you didn't really provide the service. Or your 

billing more for more services, than you actually provided or you're maybe charging a 
patient for something that they never received. And this is always unethical and when 

you get into services that are being paid for by the federal government at least in the 
United States, such as by Medicare or Medicaid then you can get in, real serious 

problems for fraud. And this can happen almost without realizing it. Sometimes, for 
example, you may have a billing sheet that you almost always check off four or five 
procedures that were performed, tympanometry, air, bone, you're using certain codes 

and then we a patient who doesn't get one of those services, you inadvertently or 
maybe a student or someone else checks off that service that the patient actually 

didn't get. Well, if that happens, that's fraud, even if it's negligent, even if it was 
unintentional. So fraud is a very important concept, when it comes to ethics. Protected 

health information. That's another really, really important term. Protected health 
information is really part of HIPAA. We didn't really have that term, that phrase until 

HIPAA came along which it really took effect in around 2000 to 2003 but it was first 
passed, the legislation was passed back in the 90s. It took a while for it to actually get 

implemented. So protected health information is basically any information that will 
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allow you to identify who that patient is, their name, obviously, any geographical 
identifier, smaller than a state in the United States. Dates related to patient, email 

addresses, relevant phone numbers or social security number, anything that could be 
used to identify the patient including photographs of the patient. Another really critical 

term is standard of care. Standard of care is what every audiologist should do, when 
they're providing service to the patient. And it's using caution, it's being careful when 

they're taking care of patients. It's being adequately qualified to perform the services 
that they're performing and not performing services that they're not qualified to 

perform, even though they might be within the Scope of Practice. The best way to 
really understand standard of care is to know that you are practicing audiology 

according to the clinical guidelines that are appropriate for the services you're 
providing. Now, I've commented a few times on ethics versus the law. There is a 

distinction. You can be unethical in your behavior and not be committing a crime but 
there is certainly a connection. And you can actually commit crimes and it's not that 

are not unethical.  
 

So you really have to understand that ethics are more how we conduct ourselves right 
versus wrong. Our professional guidelines for how we should behave that may or may 

not be defined in laws, either federal laws or state laws where we're practicing. 
Whereas the law are very clear cut, very easily definable guidelines that we must 
follow. So just a good example, if you are caught speeding and you get a speeding 

ticket from a police officer, you've broken the law but there's nothing unethical about 
speeding 'cause that's not really relevant to your professional conduct. But the 

distinction between law and ethics is fuzzy. It's a gray area, again, it's not real clear cut 
so I've just got a few examples of ethical issues here that are also legal issues. For 

example, if you're in a position of power or influence, let's say you're a professor and 
you've got students or even a preceptor and you've got students you're in a position of 

power or influence. Or you're a clinic director or even if you're a provider of services 
and the patient is trusting you to be ethical, you are in a position of power and 

influence. Now, if you are unethical to an extent where you're now breaking the law, 
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then perhaps you've committed a felony, maybe bribery or blackmail. And somewhere 
in between there is a gray area where you may be violating ethical guidelines but not 

yet breaking the law. And the same is true in issues that involve money and really, 
definitely true when it comes to sexual misconduct which has become much more of a 

big issue in recent years. You can't really, can't pick up a newspaper or read or watch 
TV or get online and read about the news without, reading about somebody's sexual 

misconduct. And they can start out and this is a very common issue, particularly both 
in the clinic but also in an academic setting. And of course, sexual misconduct, may 

violate institutional policies or professional ethics guidelines but it also may result in a 
very serious crime such as assault or rape. Okay, I wanna make sure we don't fall too 

far behind here. There are two types of law. Civil cases are usually the cases that 
audiologists will be involved in, when there's a professional liability issue where 

someone says we didn't do what we should have done or we did something we 
shouldn't have done. Whereas crimes are usually offenses against the state.  

 
Now, sometimes unethical behavior can also be a crime. Fraud is a very good example 

but not always. So you don't have to be a criminal to be unethical and we want to 
obviously if we are totally ethical, most of the time we're going to be avoiding lawsuits 

and we'll be using professional conduct that will keep us from having any problems 
with the law whatsoever. Okay, general guidelines for ethical conduct. We're gonna 
cover those very quickly and then we're gonna discuss ethics in different settings. 

Well, general guidelines for ethical conduct, can easily be found in this document. And 
I would recommend if you had to get one document aside from our Code of Ethics and 

the Scope of Practice for the AAA that you would get these document. You can buy 
these on the AAA store and you can get a Kindle version or hard copy version. This is 

the latest edition of ethics in audiology. There was a previous edition, it was a green 
book and these are the different topics in it. So and actually by reading this book, if 

you do need to get a certain number of CEUs in ethics, you will get them by answering 
some questions, after you've read this book. So that's a good guideline to keep handy 

for ethics in audiology. I've already mentioned the American Academy Code of Ethics 
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and Scope of Practice. Those are also fundamental documents, you all should read 
them, you all should have them handy. State Licensure Board as I mentioned also has 

references to ethics and then if you're in a university setting, a hospital setting, any big 
entity like that, there are also separate regulations, policies and procedures that might 

differ from what we have professionally with the AAA or at the state level and you must 
be familiar with them. Now the AAA Code of Ethics, obviously, we're not gonna read 

that but it's very detailed. It covers all of the major principles that I've already 
discussed. So one thing you really wanna do after this webinar is to go back if you 

haven't read it in a while, or certainly if you've never read it, read the entire Code of 
Ethics, download it as a PDF file, keep it on your computer. If you have people working 

with you, students and staff, I would print it out and make sure everybody reads it, 
have a discussion about it and make sure that you are practicing audiology, totally 

within these guidelines.  
 

Okay, ethics in audiology education. I've already hit upon some of the points but 
lemme cover them now. FERPA, the Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act, is 

probably the most important guideline, for ethics in audiology education for the 
professor or for the instructor, for the preceptor. And usually if you're in an academic 

setting, you will need to show that you're familiar with FERPA guidelines and that you 
understand how to follow them in your role, whatever your role is in the academic 
setting. Just like HIPAA, FERPA classifies protected information but now it's not for 

patients, it's for students into three categories. There's educational information, there's 
the personally identifiable information which is like protected health information such 

as their name, their address, their phone number, et Cetera. And then directory 
information. Most of the time directory information is not, covered under FERPA 

particularly if the students, said their name can appear in a directory. And then there 
are many unintentional FERPA violations that can occur so easily and as a faculty 

member in universities for many, many years and as an administrator in academic 
institutions, I can actually can vouch for how easy it is to violate some of these 

guidelines. For example, there's a real problem students, undergoing some personal 
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problems, say missing classes, not doing well in classes. And you know they're in a 
couple classes and you run into a professor or maybe you run into a preceptor that you 

also know is working with that student and you start discussing the student but the 
door to your office is open or you're doing it as you walk across a parking lot or down a 

hallway and somebody overhears that discussion, can happen very easily. It may 
involve written records that are not properly disposed off. It might involve releasing 

information to a parent where you think you're doing the right thing. I mean, the parent 
may be paying for the child's education and yet, if they're over 18 years old, then you 

really shouldn't do that. Or it may involve somehow getting the name of a student, for 
example, to a vendor who then will misuse that information. So, if you're in an 

academic setting, make sure you're familiar with the FERPA guidelines. There are other 
instances or examples of ethics in audiology education and this has to do with 

students. Now these are guidelines that are important for the students but also for the 
faculty members or the preceptors. And you're familiar with many of these. For 

example, plagiarism which is basically taking somebody else's educational, I mean, 
intellectual property, somebody else's words, somebody else's concepts and making 

them your own.  
 

Now we do have tools fortunately like Turnitin. Turnitin is an online program and we tell 
our students in advance we're gonna be looking at what they're submitting as papers 
and writing to make sure there's no plagiarism when you use these tools. So it's almost 

impossible to document plagiarism unless you're using some type of online software. 
Conflicts of interest in education. There's plenty of examples of that. One you'll hear 

about every now and then, when some famous person is trying to get get a promotion 
or get a new job or get appointed in the government, for example, you'll hear about 

falsifying or padding a resume. So, making yourself look a little better, maybe saying 
that you've got a degree from a university where you actually never finished the 

program or saying you actually wrote some articles that you really didn't have that 
much to do with. Failure to acknowledge academic contributions. In other words, 

somebody contributed to your work, maybe even wrote part of the paper that you've 
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written or collected some of the data but you didn't acknowledge that they contributed. 
Sexual harassment is a very common or misconduct in general, very common ethics 

violation in audiology education. Unfortunately, we hear a lot about that in the news. 
Violating fairness and discrimination policies or treating one student a little differently 

than another 'cause you like one student more than the other, that's totally unethical. 
And also failure to report unethical conduct. That's a very important point. So even if 

you're not unethical, you get brought into the whole issue, if you don't report unethical 
conduct that you have seen and there are very clear guidelines in FERPA about what 

you should report. Or if you've overheard a conversation, if you've seen somebody 
cheating, if you've heard that somebody might be cheating, for example, that you need 

to report that. If you're not part of a solution, you're part of a problem.  
 

So I'm gonna give you just a few quick examples of how we integrate ethics into the 
academic setting. This is a direct quote from a syllabus for a course that I teach at 

Nova Southeastern University and you can see it addresses cheating, fabrication, 
facilitating academic dishonesty and plagiarism. And so if you're a student in a course 

you need to adhere to these academic standards. If you're a professor or a preceptor 
of a student taking the course and every student by the way in the university that you 

might be a preceptor for, is getting academic credit for that clinical experience. So you 
technically must be treated as a professor in terms of ensuring that the student is 
following academic standards. Here's another passage from a University of Florida 

course that I've taught and you can see they're all about the same. These guidelines 
are all expelled out in university policies and regulations and every student should read 

the syllabus. Saying oh, I didn't know that I was supposed to follow these guidelines is 
simply not an excuse but you as a professor or a preceptor also need to be very, very 

familiar with these guidelines. Read them over yourself, I've actually read them all to 
the class, face-to-face or if I'm having a chat so no one can say they've never heard of 

them. Now professors, as I mentioned earlier also or preceptors have to periodically 
disclose any conflict of interest. Sometimes a conflict of interest will not be all that 

serious, it will be accepted as long as you disclose it. As long as long as you're not 
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being deceitful about it. So for example, if I'm teaching at one university but I'm not full 
time, I can certainly teach another university with the free time that I have or I could go 

off and give a lecture and get paid if I took a vacation day but I do need to report that. 
It's a potential conflict of interest and some administrative superior like a department 

chair and then maybe a dean will need to approve that behavior. So I mean, I've 
actually in years, one calendar year signed eight or nine or 10 or 20 conflicts of interest 

forms disclosures 'cause each one applies to a specific example of a potential conflict 
of interest. So if you're about to do something and you think maybe it would be 

perceived as conflict of interest, then ask your superior if you need to disclose that in 
writing. And over the years, I've probably taken hundreds of little in-services, little 

online courses or face-to-face courses to make sure that I'm in compliance with all of 
the ethical guidelines for that university. So just within the last six months, these are 

just some of the courses that I've had to take and when you teach at multiple 
universities, you often take the same course at a different or similar course at different 

universities.  
 

So up in the upper left hand corner, you see maintaining a safe and respectful campus, 
sexual violence, harassment, discrimination, awareness and prevention. I had to 

complete that course. These are usually half an hour or 45 minutes online. Here's one 
for the HIPAA overview. Another one right next to it for FERPA, confidentiality of 
student records. Down below Title Nine which is a federal law regarding sexual 

misconduct and inappropriate interactions with people of any sex. Discrimination 
awareness in the workplace and general ethics in the workplace. So if you're in a 

university setting, you're almost always going to have to brush up unethical issues. But 
if you're in a private practice setting, you can get online, you could require your staff, if 

you supervise audiologists and others to take these kinds of courses and that would 
show to everyone you're doing all you can to maintain your ethical standards and 

everybody that works with you. Okay, actually, we're in pretty good shape here, in 
terms of time. Ethics in audiological practice. Now, if you look at the titles of ethics 

courses or any kind of ethics instruction that you might find in writing or presentations, 
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this is the biggest focus, this area audiological practice. So I want to at least spend a 
few minutes reminding you of how ethics plays such an important role, when you're a 

clinical audiologist and how you conduct yourself. There are many examples of 
violations of ethics in audiological practice. Many of them involve money. Many of 

them involve some type of financial compensation but not all. We've already cited 
some of the conflicts of interest so I won't go into those. Falsifying clinical records. 

That's something you simply don't want to do. Not only would be that, that would be 
an ethical violation but that also would be a legal violation. And this might be a simple 

thing of putting down a different date or maybe indicating that a person had a certain 
test or there were certain test results that wasn't true. And there are audiologist and 

many other health professionals that have gotten themselves in big trouble, for 
falsifying clinical records, particularly when they should have done something and they 

didn't and they want to deceive someone. Perhaps a lawyer or legal authorities that 
they actually had done what they should have done but they really didn't. Sexual 

harassment and misconduct certainly can occur and in an audiology clinical setting 
and it's a very common form of ethical violation.  

 
Billing for services not provided. We've already talked about that, whether it's 

intentional or unintentional. Offering a free hearing test if you're a Medicare provider. 
So again, sometimes you may think, you're doing the right thing but you may be 
behaving unethically. Providing audiology services without a license. Now, you may not 

start out providing them without a license but your license may lapse. There may be a 
period where you're not licensed and you want to work and you keep providing 

services. And as a department chair and a clinic director this is the kind of thing that I 
would really stay on top of. And I've had employees, have had staff members or 

audiologist who let their license lapse and when they provided services without the 
license, we basically, soon as I found out about it, I went right to my superior, we went 

to legal counsel and with the federal government, in the United States, Medicare or 
Medicaid, you gotta pay all that money back. All the money, all the billing that went out 

while the person was practicing, without a license plus the person might actually, lose 
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their license permanently. And it's certainly gonna show up on their record. 
Inappropriate gifts from patients, to patients, from referral sources, to referral sources 

or from vendors. All of these are examples of violation of ethics in audiological 
practice. And again, failure to report unethical conduct, even though you are behaving 

in an ethical way. I won't get into all the details involving vendors and manufacturers 
but when you think of ethics in audiological practices is almost always what comes to 

mind. And this is a big focus of the American Academy of Audiology Code of Ethics 
and much of the instruction. You remember that the ethics book, ethics in audiology 

book that I referenced earlier covers this in great detail. We don't have time to do so 
today but if you're in a clinical practice, whether you're in the United States or 

elsewhere, I would strongly recommend that you read those documents to understand 
exactly what is ethical and what is unethical.  

 
Sometimes it's quite clear but sometimes it may not be so clear and sometimes there 

are limits to how much you can accept before it becomes, is considered unethical and 
we're gonna talk about that more in just a second. This comes up all the time. If you're 

offered a gift, if you're offered a free dinner, if you're offered some other item of value 
how much, can you take it at all? Should you refuse any gifts? Or are there some levels 

of gifts that would be appropriate? And the American Academy of Audiology, you 
might say it's arbitrary but now has very clear guidelines and this is in the 2017 
document and I'm gonna show you the actual references in a moment. But they've 

used the limit of $50 as the cutoff, anything under $50 would be appropriate in most 
cases. Anything more than $50 probably not appropriate. Now, gifts that might 

influence your clinical decisions, are clearly the most concerned. And other other gifts 
for example, software that will help you fit a hearing aid that is part of your clinical 

practice, would not be considered inappropriate. So this is the first bulleted item is just 
what I described. Demonstration units, proprietary software cables, something you 

need to use with a specific hearing aid for example, it's not really a gift, it's something 
that you actually have to have to provide the service. And there's really no cost for it. 

You can't pay for it 'cause it's not being sold to you, it's just being provided. And then 
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things like pads and pens, there's been a lot of debate and discussion certainly in the 
American Academy of Audiology about this. There are those who say you shouldn't 

have any gifts at all and I will say that if you're, when it comes to pads and pens the 
best thing to do is not use them. I tend to get most of my pads and pens from hotels 

rather than from vendors because if you're writing out notes on your patient and 
they're watching you do that and they're seeing a manufacturer's name on the pen and 

now you're turning around saying you need to buy these hearing aids. And of course 
the patient will wonder well, what kind of connection does this person have to the 

manufacturer that they're, are they really, do I really need these hearing aids or are they 
doing that because they'll get some incentive from the manufacturer.  

 
And then meals and travel are usually considered gifts but there are exceptions. 

Questions to ask yourself whenever these issues arise and this kinda gets back to the 
principles. So I'm not saying this is as far as you go in deciding whether something is 

ethical or unethical in your practice but this is where you might start. How would you 
patients feel about your relationship? That would be illustrated by this free meal, for 

example or by this offer that the vendor is making to you. Would they view this with 
concern? Would you want your patients to know about it? If the answer is no, then you 

shouldn't do it. How would your colleagues view you and your ethical behavior based 
on this association, if you were to tell them about it? Would you want your details of 
involvement made public? Well, those disclosure of conflict of interest forms that I 

showed you earlier, essentially is doing that. Once you know you've got to fill out a 
written disclosure of conflict of interest form very often you say, I don't think I'm gonna 

do what I was thinking of doing because I don't want to acknowledge that I did it so 
then it must be wrong. And might your professional judgment and this is really the 

fundamental issue, be biased or influenced by whatever relationship with the vendor 
you are actually questioning? Because if it is, and you're therefore not acting as a true 

professional, it's really an unethical activity. Now, there are other guidelines for what 
constitutes a gift. The Office of Inspector General, this is the federal government in the 

United States, has its own guidelines. You certainly might need to follow these 
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guidelines if you're working, in certain settings. A certain institution might say, you 
must follow federal guidelines for gifts. So even though those guidelines might be more 

strict, than the American Academy of Audiology, you still need to follow them. In any 
clinical setting, I've always had to sign confidentiality statements, involving health 

information. And this is kind of a reminder that professional health information is very, 
very protected and I have agreed that I will make sure that I do everything possible to 

maintain confidentiality when it comes to patient information.  
 

Okay, auditory research, we're getting down, toward the last few minutes but this 
won't take long because most of you are not actually primarily researchers. And many 

of the principles that we've already discussed certainly apply when it comes to ethics 
in auditory research. And here one of the big concerns is to make sure that any 

research that you do is approved by the Institutional Review Board or IRB, we used to 
call it the Human Subjects Committee. So you can't conduct research involving 

humans or animal of any type without first getting approval by your institution. And 
that's a very important step, if you don't do that, you're going to get yourself in huge 

amount of trouble. You might even lose your job. And you can't publish any papers 
unless you document to the publisher of the journal that you're submitting the paper to 

that you have been in compliance with the IRB. So you have to have a proposal 
accepted, approved and the informed consent for the participants or subjects must 
also be approved. And certain populations like infants, comatose patients, those who 

are cognitively impaired, the requirements for research in those populations, is even 
more rigorous because they can't make the decision as to whether or not they 

participate. So this is a fundamental concept and if you're in any research setting, you 
will have to take courses and in-services and refresher courses to make sure you 

understand how important IRB approval is for research.  
 

Now, if you're submitting an article for publication, you also and it involve subjects. If it 
involves a single subject or one or two case studies, you must also usually get this 

individual patients to sign a consent form and very often that has to be actually given 
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to the publisher before they'll publish your paper. They don't wanna get in trouble for 
publishing information that might violate, the patient's confidentiality and privacy. So 

my colleague and I, Tony Joseph, just recently wrote guidelines, published a paper 
entitled, "Guidelines for Writing an Audiological Case Study. This is in the "Hearing 

Journal". And we have on the website where you learn about how to write a case study 
and you submit your manuscripts, we actually have a case study consent form. So this 

is very important when it comes to academic auditory research to always have consent 
forms and informed consent forms and always make sure that you're not violating the 

subject's confidentiality.  
 

Okay, ethical decisions and dilemmas. Well, we've covered almost all of them so we're 
just gonna touch upon this briefly before we get to questions and answers. Here's just 

a few kind of case scenarios, you're requested to sign results for tests that you didn't 
actually perform and other audiologist did but they're not there right now. Or maybe it 

was a technician who's not licensed, what do you do about that? Well, the answer is 
you don't do it and sometimes you may be under tremendous pressure to do that from 

some higher level administrator or there might be financial pressure or someone else 
might be asking you to do it. Manufacturers or vendors offer to take you out to dinner, 

provide lunch for the audiology staff, while they give some lectures, provide you with 
the clinical, the cash gift to be used any way you want. Those are generally considered 
inappropriate. In most cases, you'd wanna ask your superior or simply refuse, that's a 

simple thing to do. Is just say, no thank you, that be unethical, I can't accept that. You 
are dealing with an adult patient or a pediatric patient and you find, you suspect that 

there might be some form of abuse. It's unethical not to report it and this is very, very 
difficult. This is where you definitely wanna consult with your superior but I've had 

cases like this where I've had to report someone, a parent, or caregiver to other 
authorities because of concerns about abuse. Or of course, if you see someone else 

doing something wrong, whether it involves fraudulent claims or sexual misconduct, 
whatever it might be, if it's unethical, you're obligated to report that to the proper 

authorities. And then of course, we're always needing to complete CEUs so one 
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common problem is you run, get to the end of your renewal period and you don't have 
enough CEUs. Totally unethical to fudge or fake some hours so you always want to be 

very, very honest in reporting your CEUs, that would be certainly considered an ethical 
violation. Okay, here are some of the key references I've mentioned, along the way, the 

guidelines and a few articles that I've cited in my presentation. Okay, we're down now 
to the last few minutes and I'm going to stop my formal presentation and I would be 

happy to attempt to answer any questions that you might have. If anybody submitted 
any questions-- 

 
- [Christy] Thank you Hall. 

 
- [James] And at this point, we can discuss them. 

 
- [Christy] We're gonna go ahead and open up the floor for Dr. Hall's, any questions for 

Dr. Hall. Go ahead and send them through, just use that Q&A pod, just below the 
PowerPoint slides. Thank you so much, Dr. Hall for being on with us today. This has 

just been a phenomenal presentation, very important and critical to our everyday 
clinical practice. 

 
- [James] Thank you, it really is in our entire profession and the integrity of our 
profession, is really the foundation is our ethical behavior. And so this is a critical topic 

for, all audiologist no matter what their work setting. 
 

- [Christy] We have one question here from Coralie. She asked is accepting a gift, not a 
gift card from a patient considered unethical? 

 
- [James] Again, Coralie the question, or first of all, if you don't accept it, then you're 

never going to be at risk for violating your ethical guidelines or conduct. But you don't 
have to reject every gift. If it's a very minor gift, less than $50. If it's from a patient who 

you provided services to and it's very natural, people do this all the time. Maybe a box 
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of fruit or a basket of fruit, it may be a box of candy. Generally that's can influence your 
behavior, your professional behavior toward that patient or any other patient. It's a 

goodwill gesture on the part of the patient and so therefore it's acceptable for you to 
take but if you have any questions at all then it's always best to go to your superior and 

say, "I have a patient who's very happy "with the services I provided "and they've 
offered me this gift, what should I do? "Can I accept it?" Now certainly I've been in that 

situation where I've said, instead of a gift to me you're welcome to write a letter 
expressing your satisfaction and I will get it on file here. And sometimes that helps you 

more than the gift of course. Or I've just said, thank you so much, I appreciate your 
intentions but I was happy to provide the services that's what I do here and not accept 

the gift. So I'm being very polite and very grateful but I'm not accepting the gift. But 
usually it's a monetary value that's the critical determinant as to whether or not you 

accept the gift. And I just see another question from Julio, how do you reject a gift? 
Politely and I would make sure that the patient knows 'cause they may not know, the 

lay person may not know you're rejecting the gift or you're not accepting it, that 
sounds a little better. You're not accepting the gift because you are very ethical. You 

follow ethical guidelines and our professional organization discourages us, from 
accepting gifts from patients or from others people who refer patients to us from 

manufacturers, from anyone else. It's considered unprofessional that's how I would 
phrase my rejection of a gift. I would make sure that, I would clarify that I really 
appreciate their intent and their thoughtfulness but I probably would reject, I have not 

accepted patient gift ever since that very first one back in the 1970s. And partly 
because I'm the director, being a director of audiology you must set an example but I 

think that's the safest approach. I can't see the entire question that Lisa is asking but if 
you could read that. 

 
- [Christy] Sure Dr. Hall, Lisa asks, "Would accepting goods in exchange for services 

such "as adjustments or cleaning instead "of cash be considered ethical?" 
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- [James] Oh, that's interesting question. That's kind of I mean, that's the way business 
used to be done and I have actually talked, I travel around the world lecturing. I've 

talked to audiologist literally who have had patients bring in a goat to their clinic. I 
mean, we actually have been out to dinner where people have talked about all the 

different ways, they've gotten paid for a farmer that doesn't have any money but they 
have all kinds of fruits and vegetables. There, I definitely would go to your superior but 

my suspicion is that if you could sort of demonstrate that their non-monetary gift was 
equivalent to what the services would have cost, if they paid you would be all set. It's 

just a different form of payment. But I definitely, it's unusual that would happen in the 
United States but it's not uncommon elsewhere or I wouldn't say it's not uncommon, it 

does happen. So that's an issue where you'd wanna get some clarification but if your 
supervisor or their supervisor has agreed to this, then you're pretty much off the hook. 

And you can say, "Well, I had questions "so I asked someone else and I was given 
approval "to do this." That's a very good question, never expected to get it. 

 
- [Christy] We'll take one more question here. We have a question that says-- 

 
- [James] If anyone they're welcome to email me and I'd be happy to respond by email. 

 
- [Christy] The question is, the company that they work for was recently sold to a major 
corporation that also owns hearing aids. Is it their responsibility to inform their clients 

that they don't dispense hearing it at their clinic but the company that owns it does. 
 

- [James] Yes, this is, so that's another very good question and that's a realistic 
practical question these days because companies are buying and selling. I mean, 

sometimes you may not even realize who the parent company is and there may be a 
perceived conflict. Several ways of dealing with that. One would be to make sure that 

somewhere probably in the waiting room or in a, certainly where patients would find 
themselves, a public area, you have some statement that this company is owned by 

such and such a company, it's all spelled out so you're not hiding that. You can 
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honestly point to that. If you have any concerns this is where I would definitely go to 
legal. Usually, those kinds of decisions have already been approved by the highest 

level of lawyers or attorneys for the companies. And so it's all aboveboard but I would 
make sure that I got some legal guidance on that. And being open and honest, I don't 

think you have to tell every patient necessarily. Or you could have it just written out and 
saying, you might wanna read this, this talks about our corporate structure. I don't 

think I would bring it up and try to explain it to patients because it would be probably 
quite confusing. You'd probably be asked questions you couldn't answer and it would 

just kind of open up a can of worms that really didn't need to be open. But I definitely 
would take some steps to make sure that was all out in the open. The relationships 

between your company and the other companies. Well, I think those are excellent 
questions. If any other questions come up later, feel free to email me. I'll just wrap up 

by saying this has been very enjoyable from my end. I've enjoyed putting together the 
presentation. I hope it was helpful to all of you and I really encourage you to follow my 

recommendations and get a hold of all the guidelines, the Code of Ethics et Cetera and 
make sure you read them and keep them handy. 

 
- [Christy] Thank you Dr. Hall and have a great day, everyone. 


